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Josefa under Trial

26th August – 8th October 1920
I will give a sign in you.
(Our Lord to Josefa, 20th September 1920)

Towards the end of August 1920, in order to try the spirit that
actuated Josefa, she was forbidden to have any communication
with the apparition that had so often filled her heart with such
joy. She was told to turn away, and to attach no importance to
anything she might see or hear.
Was doubt beginning to creep in? Her soul was thereby profoundly unsettled, and she asked herself if she had not all along
been the sport of illusion, as others seemed to think. Moreover,
the devil had already suggested this to her many times, and she
had rejected it as a temptation, so as to remain faithful to what
she deemed God’s Will in her regard. Oh, where was the truth?
At the same time her mind was tortured by the fear that this
path which she had neither sought nor wanted might eventually
become an obstacle to her vocation. Her instinctive horror of all
that was out of the ordinary, her genuine wish for a life hidden
and humble, added to her present confusion of mind.
Already accustomed to the most intimate self-sacrifice and
matured by her spirit of faith and obedience, she never hesitated
to do as she was told, without allowing herself either to reason or
to argue interiorly, and so she entered on the obscure path where
her love was to suffer so keenly, as her notes indicate:
“Thursday, 2nd of September, I saw at meditation the same
Person, so beautiful, with His Heart as before. He asked me
twice if I loved Him. I gave no answer, out of obedience, although it cost me immensely, for in spite of myself, my whole
soul bounded forward towards Him.”
On 5th of September Josefa was in the Novitiate, “When suddenly,” she said, “I saw a brilliant light, in the midst of which
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